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How to play
The deck contains 50 cards with a category and you have 
exactly 1 MANIC MINUTE™ to write down as many answers as 
you can. The catch? Your answers must be unique to get a 
point, but if you don’t write down the most obvious answer 
then you are giving points away!

Each player takes turns to take a card from the pack and 
read the category and then turn the timer before furiously 
writing down the answers in just 1 MANIC MINUTE™

After the MANIC MINUTE™ is up, each player takes turns to read 
out their answers. If someone else has the answer then you 
both cross it off your list, and your score for that round is 
the number of unique answers left after everyone has read 
out their answers.

The person who turned over the card is the 
adjudicator for the round and will have the final say on 
what answers count.

The play then resumes with a fresh card and another MANIC 
MINUTE™ happens!



House rules
Establish House Rules before you begin - for example if 
the category is ‘Girls Names beginning with ‘A’’ is 
‘Aimee’ and ‘Amy’ the same or different? 

If the category is ‘Kings’ - Can you write King Henry 1-8?

For younger players, you may consider allowing them 
points for just writing down an answer even if there is a 
duplicate in the game. 

Unique things to your family can be used - of course 
you will have to justify your answers!

Play continues for a set number of rounds or until a 
certain player scores a pre-set number of points. 

Watch out though some rounds will score much higher 
than others - things can change quickly in MANIC MINUTE™!



Hints and tips
Remember to write the obvious down, or do you 
assume others will do that so you can write down the 
most fiendish answers!

Think laterally, if the ‘Kings’ category comes up - think 
of a well known horror writer.

Use the blanks to make up your own fun categories for 
your family.

Remember to think outside the box and have fun!

Want more? Head to www.manicminute.com for the original game 
and look out for exciting new expansion packs coming soon!
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